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JBoss Portal Server DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Enterprises need more than just basic services; they need value-creating entities, which are crucial for running a successful business. Portals offer tremendous value to enterprises, and JBoss Portal Server is a popular, feature-rich open-source server that provides a standards-compliant platform for hosting functionality that serves the diverse...
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WordPress 3 Ultimate SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Most likely, today, some hacker tried to crack your WordPress site, its data and
	content. Maybe that was just a one-off from some bored kid. Just as likely, it was an
	automated hit, trying dozens of attacks to find a soft spot. Then again, quite likely it
	was both.


	Whether you've been successfully hacked already, else...
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Pro Oracle Application Express (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2008

	Application Express, or APEX, is one of the most innovative products to come out of Oracle in years. APEX is an application development framework for developing database–backed applications. It’s easy enough to get started in that power users can quit storing data in random spreadsheets and instead centralize their data in the...
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Smart Grapics: Third International Symposium, SG 2003, Heidelberg, Germany, July2-4, 2003, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003
The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2003 was held on July 2–4, 2003 in Heidelberg, Germany. It was the fourth event in a series that started in 1999 as an AAAI Spring Symposium. In response to the overwhelming success of the 1999 symposium, its organizers decided to turn it into a self-contained event in 2000. With the support of...
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WCF Multi-tier Services Development with LINQPackt Publishing, 2008

	WCF is Microsoft's unified programming model for building service-oriented applications. It enables developers to build secure, reliable, transacted solutions that integrate across platforms and interoperate with existing investments. WCF is built on the Microsoft .NET Framework and simplifies development of connected systems. It unifies...
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PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made Easy, Second EditionFriends of Ed, 2010

	This is the second edition of David Power's highly-respected PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made Easy. This new edition has been updated by David to incorporate changes to PHP since the first edition and to offer the latest techniques--a classic guide modernized for 21st century PHP techniques, innovations, and...
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Build a Website for FreeQue, 2009
Build a Website for Free

 

Build yourself a state-of-the-art website.It’s incredibly easy... and it won’t cost you a dime! You need a website. But you don’t need the hassles that usually go with building one, or the expense of hiring someone...
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Blogging with the New Google™ BloggerQue, 2006
Blogging with the New Google  Blogger is a digital short cut that covers Google's newest version  of Blogger, their free software for creating a website from which to post  thoughts, interact with people, and more. This short cut serves as an  introduction to the world of blogging...
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Cloud Computing: Principles and ParadigmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Cloud computing has recently emerged as one of the buzzwords in the ICT
	industry. Numerous IT vendors are promising to offer computation, storage,
	and application hosting services and to provide coverage in several continents,
	offering service-level agreements (SLA)-backed performance and uptime promises
	for their services. While...
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Beginning SharePoint with Excel: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Beginning SharePoint with Excel is for advanced Excel users who want to extend the usefulness of Excel by adding the collaborative features of SharePoint. There's no code in this book because it's not for programmers; nor is it for Excel beginners. It's for those of you who regularly use Excel in enterprise business environments and who...
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Digital Piracy (Cybersafety)Chelsea House Publications, 2011

	The Internet has had and will continue to have a profound effect
	on society. It is hard to imagine life without such technologies as
	computers, cell phones, gaming devices, and so on. The Internet,
	World Wide Web, and their associated technologies have altered
	our social and personal experience of the world. In no other time in...
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Essential SharepointO'Reilly, 2005
Want to work more efficiently and effectively?  Want to improve productivity?  Microsoft is betting that you do.  That's why it created Windows SharePoint Services--a set of collaboration tools that helps organizations increase individual and team productivity by enabling them to create web sites for information sharing and...
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